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i In thepast several years. considerable progress has been made
rn redueang, the na^se generated by gas turb3.n.e engaues 2n aviation.	 The I	 .
Wo Aaz^gest sources of engine noise' the. fan and the jet exhaust, casa. i}fie redced sufficiently to' exiiable, current aircraft to 'coxxiply with
federal' noise standards.	 Farther t2eatcn.ent of .these ,sotzrces inay not
recluc.e: the overall engine inoise b6cauu6e an acoustic threshold has been"
r=ei,ck^e:3,	 This 'threshold 1s:: attributed to'the a7ose_ gea^erated by here-
ttifore;pogrlp understood sources within: the engine it 	 C3rse of the
# midst likely, sources of far-field-noise originating  froin within the engine
' iii the 6cmb"ii6n process, where large amounts of chemical energy are
Y	 " released (:Reference. 1Y
At the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Lewis}	 -"	 } Research Center, a program is Bein g conducted to deterx iine the
t aharacteristics::of combustion noise and its prop ..gation through the l	 ;
engm.e "core to the far field.	 Part of the experimental phase of this
program" was conducted with an Avco Lycos sing	 F 102 turbofan engine(R:eference 2). Preliminary results, which include combustor spectra
i azid cross-^cor.relation data of. internal and far-field noise signals, in-
f dcated that below certain engine power settings the signal measured in
' the c"oibustor significantly contributes to the fa.r-field noise level
F`utute research into the relationship between internal engine F
noise and combustor noise is now
 
ainied at predicting the Contribution
of combustor related noise from internal noise measurements. Due
,	 Y
3 to the exp6nde and difficulty of running engines  to measure combustion
noise internally,' it 	 be	 to be	 to	 thiswould	 advantageous	 able	 gather
data from rig tests of the combustor alone. 	 If such a relationship does
is fact exist between installed engine combustor noise and test rig com-
bustor noise, then noise data gathered on developmental combustor de-
signs could be used to predict engine noise levels, ^	 st
The. objective of the noise measurement. program reported here- sin was to record the internal noise of the Avco Lycam,ing YF 102 engine a
ccmbustor installed in a test rig. These measurements in a combustor
installed in .an engine have already been recorded by NASA at the
Lewis :
 Research Center LeRC).( efexence 	 ).	 The YF 102 corxabustio
f ahazubev was 3nstrusn ented_ and installed 'in  a rig for testing.
	 The
sR acoustic probes used >xn this program were those used by Z,eRC o the
' installed engine combustor tests. 1
' The combustor was operated at the same operating points as ifoz the installed engine case and at operating points where one para-
meter at a time was varied.	 The internal dyna%n.ic pressure level Y	 r	 } N
=easurem.ex is at these operating points were recorded on. magnetic
tape Exam vtthicii narrow band and one-third octave band pressureF level spectra were later developed, At the conclusion of the test,





entering through the holes and slots provided in the liner. 	 The hot gas
is reversed again and directed to the turbin .7 inlet nozzles. j
Combustor Test Rig.
Far this test program the YF 102 combustor chamber was I
modified to accept five semi-in finite acoustic probes and was then in- r
stalled in a test rig„ shown in Figure Z. A sixth probe was installed in
the exit section of the rig.	 The rig served to substitute for the com-
pressor normally upstream of the combustor chamber and the turbine
downstream.	 The test rig also contains the necessary measurement
probe and sensors to monitor the test and provide for the necessary 4	 ';
performance information.	 Air, preset by the facility to the appropriate 'S
pressure and temperature, is admitted to the test rig inlet plenum.	 The
air then is diffused through the compressor discharge diffuser to the
combustion chamber.	 The hot gas from the combustor exhausts through
the exhaust diffuser and hence out of the rig.
A.
Combustor Test Facility E
The combustor test rig was installed in the No. 1 testway, shown
-in, Figure 3 in. the combustor test facility. 	 Butterfly valves, located $	 t
^immediately upstream. and downstream of the testway, regulated the
flow of air through the test rig.	 The downstream valve was water-
cooled through which the hot gases exhausted to a muffler and then to the
atmosphere.	 The piping and valvin .g upstream of the testwaywere
arranged to connect the rig with an inline electric heater and the facility #	 t	 , kcompressor.	 A T55-L-11 gas turbine compressor, driven by three gas
^
:..
turbine engines through a reduction gearbox, provided the compressed .. (	 {
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	 Figure 2. YF 102 Combustor Test Rig.







































` r provides the operator locations where the specific condition of airflow,} pressure, and temperature were set for each test.  ;
F 3'P-5 fuel was supplied to the combustion chamber at the required
` pressure and flow by the test facility fuel supply system. 	 The fuel flow




The dynamic pressure fluctuations in the combustion chamber
and test rig were sensed by six Government-furnished "semi-.infinite
wave guide' s probes.	 These probes, depicted in Figure 4, were the same a
probes employed by NASA durin.g.the YF 102 noise measurement program
at LeRC.	 Each probe consisted of a 6.35 millimeters (1/4-inch) con-
;` denser microphone mounted flush on the wave guide that passed through the
probe block.	 The probe system shown. in Figure 5, is fully described in
' Reference 2,	 The microphone was connected through a bulkhead fitting j
to a preamplifier and power supply, which in turn was connected to the
signal amplifier and tape recorder
A vent in the probe support block equalized static pressure across J
the microphone and provided the back pressure to regulate the flow of
nitrogen through the wave guide. 	 The flow regulators were adjusted to
provide sufficient nitrogen purge to prevent hot gases from the combustion a
chamber from entering the wave guide but low enough not to affect the
ti dynamic pressure level measurements made by the microphone.
a
Probe Locations
A total of six probes were installed in the test rig (Figure 6).
An additional spare probe was used for calibration.
	 Probes 1 and 2 1
were installed in the compressor diffuser (Figure 7).
	 Probe 3 was
installed bn the combustor inlet duct.to
 sense the noise in the flame x
gibe.	 Probe 5 (Figure 8) was similarly located only rotated 90 degrees
Probe 6 was located at the exha-ust end of the test rig.. 	 These s:b.
probes were mounted on the combustion chamber rig and connected to
the NASA furnished panel (Figure 9), containing the nitrogen flow
regulators and power supplies.
Data Acquisition Equipment 
Figure 10 is a schematic of the acoustic data acquisition
equipment setup.	 The six precision sound level, meters, one for each
probe; were used to condition the signals £rare the microphones to
provide sufficient voltage to the PM tape recorder amplifiers.	 The
microphone signals were s multant.eou.sly recorded on 25.4 mxn(l;inch) wide magnetic tape using the same recording head'stack, 	 The
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Figure 8. Probe 5 Location in the Combustion Chamber.
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playing ack .the record d si.grtal. Mxr jw baud pres sure level plots
were
 
generated foi a selected channel during the recording phase to
s
:	 verify 'e dual ty of recorded signal.
}`
	 Combustor Rig lu.stiii xmentati oxx
The combustor rig was ixistrurnented and connected to the
facility .data acquasitxon system. The pressure sensors werek .,	
connected to a. scanning valve arrangement whereby each of the
'
	
	 pressure points could; be sampled. The automatic data acquisition
system then converts these signals into engineering units for instant




is used to eliminate sy-stem electrical noise and input parameter
periodic changes. The following combustor rig parameters were
t'	 recorded:
:I; Combustor inlet total (Pt3) and static (P s31 pressure
2. ' Ccrr_bustor exit total (Pt,,,) and static (Ps fl) pressure
3. Combustor inlet temperature (Tt3)
4. Airflow rate. (Wa)




The data acquisition system also calculated the fuel-.air ratio.
The combustor exit total temperature (Tt ) was later calculated by
using the curves in Reference 4. The idea. exit -temperatures determined
by entering these curves with the fuel-air ratio and inlet temperatures
was then multiplied by a burner efficiency factor of 97.5% to obtain
the combustor exit total temperature.,
SUMMARY OF TEST PHASE
The corr_bustor rig was assembled, installed in the combustor
test facility tesiway, iastr=nented, and functionally checked. The
acoustic probes were then installed and checked in preparation for
running the test rig.
Background Noise Levels
Prior to the installation of the combustor test rig, a spool
piece was inserted in the testway to record the facility machinery and
duct work induced flaw noise. Two probes were installed in the spool
piece to record the system background noise. The facility was then
operated at the expected operating pressure and airflow rates and
recordings of the system noise were made„ After the combustor rig
was installed$
 the test facility machinery background noise recordings
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4	 ' The machinery was then started and the duct work aligned to route air to$he ccibbua cir rig upstream shutoff valve.	 The air was bled off to the
.._. atmospheres through the system surge cont-rol valve. The background
noise was recorded for this condition.
	 The purpose of these recordings
t	 - was to verify that the facility machinery and the nitrogen purge system
dial not contribute significantly to the dynamic pressure levels recorded
in the combustor. 	 Figure 11 is a sample of the analysis to determine
the contxibution of the facility machinery and purge system noise. 	 The
figure shows the background noise to be at least 2Q dB below the noise
generated during combustor operation.
k Combustor Operating Points
The upstream and downstream valves were then opened to start t]
data acquisition, phase;	 .A. sequence of testing was followed that required
k the least amount of system changes between test runs. 	 After each test
- point was established, 	 the system was allowed to stabilize before the
acoustic signals were recorded.	 These dynamic pressure levels re-
1 cordin,gs consisted of a single segment of tape 2-minutes long. 	 Before
going to the next operating point, a narrow band pressure level spectrum
was generated from one channel of the just recorded data to check on the
condition of the recorded signals.
Combustor rig temperature, pxsssure, air and fuel flow were
monitored to check for system stability and recorded for later analysis.j	
t	
,
E The tests were divided into six groups of operating points, thougls not necessarily recorded in that order.
	
The grouping was designed to
record the combustor dynamic pressure levels with all but one parametej	 t r1linlir_a_f•i-Ma fh p nrtiaraitirkrr r_nrrlii-innm of the 'V'?i 102. f•aSf• a .f T.#aPr._	 (:rnirn T
during the YF 102 test .at LeRC. Table I contains the parameters monitored
'
	
	 for the control group. Group II consisted of a series of tests without
combustion, i.e. zero fuel flow, but with the same combustor inlet con-
ditions recorded for the control group. The recorded operating para-
meters for Croup 11 are listed in Table 11. Group III consisted of the
E operating points predicted by a computer model of the Y'F 102 engine(Reference 5). The recorded operating parameters are recorded in




which the Airflow was varied about design airflow (Group I1). See Table
IV for the recorded parameters for this group. Group V consisted of
series of runs during which the fuel-air ratio was varied, by varying the
i_^ ' •' _`''
	
	 fuel fli -v, about the design conditions. The recorded operating par.wneters
can be 13ad in Table V for this group. The sixth group (Group VI) con-
k	 sisted c	 series of tests ^vhere the combustor in]et te^x^P erature were
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Figure 13. Camparison of Combustor pressure Levels
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TABLE M CCUBUSTOR R3.0 PAR AUETExRS FOR COMPUTE&
13EFRiED OPERAT3NG P=TS (GROUP 74 IN. U. S.
C€3STGM4ay DTs
uuu Pt3 PS3 Prex pin TO Wa wfNO. psis psia psia puim OF OF lb/sac IWbr
19 37,39 36.97 35.41 34.51 267.5 1079.7 3.829 475.5 .8117
20 45.61 45-20 43.43 42.51 389.3 1122k ,4 11.428 4835:.4 roux
22 54.42 53.89 51.87 500.62 352.7 1237.10 32.935 6137.1 .013a
23 65.22 64.55 61.91 60.41 402.9 1345.7 .35.651 789,2 .0140.
24 80.62 79.76 76.3B 74.48 446,7 1496.7 19.173 106.1 .9159
i	 ^^^	 s^.^..Ji	 4^Y r^:	 sl	 Y NM r	 - ^si.]4Yi..^a
N
Va
TABLE IV. COMBUSTOR RIG PARAMETERS FOR OFF--DESIGN AIRFLOW OPERATING
POINTS (GROUP IV) IN INTERNATIONAL SYSTPM OF UNITS
RUN Pt3 ps3 Ftox PsS1 Tt3 Ttex w w w a kaNO. kpa kpa kpa kpa °C aC kg/sac kg/hr %
14 373.69 371.14 361.97 357.14 176.0 597.3 4.896, 195.7 „0311 75.5
21 376.86 373.62 360.80 352.87 172.3 59g.1 5.749 229.6 .0111 88.7
15 373.24 367.00 340.80 327.29 177.5-. 604.7 8.006 324_8 .9113 123.5,	 .
16 374.90 371.48 363.90 361.76 171.8 ---- 4.878 ---- ---- 75.5
17 373.28 366.31 344.39 337.77 172.6 ---- 8.104 ----- ---- 123.5
26 555.78 549.44 534.96 528.27 228.7 690.8 7.139 315.7 .0123 74.9
27 553.37 549.78 529.10 516.41 228.8 687.1 8.421 369.1 .0122 88.4
25 622.84 618.25 602.39 594.25 243.6 748.4 7.783 379.7 .0136 75.0











TABLE V. COMBUSTOR RIG PARAMETERS FOR OFF--DESIGN FUEL-AIR RATIO




Ps3	 ptex	 Psfl	 Tt3 Ttex	 w 	 w 	 Ywa	
vq£/wa
No.
kpa	 kpa	 kpa	 kpa	 °C	 °C	 kg/sec kg/sea	 %
12 374.52 370.45 356.04 348.87 172.0 395.2 6.407 129.9 .0056 50
13 373.63 369.28 351.77 319.57 172.1 801.6 6.373 389.5 .0170 152
28 554.61 547.03 522.48 511.72 231.0 473.1 9.491 211.1 .0062 50















TABLE VI.COHBUSTDR RIG PARAMETERS FOR OFF S-DESIGN XW14ET rVDWZRATUM
OPERATING POINTS (GROUP VI) IN INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF [SNITS
RUN P P P P T T W W W /W n T
NO. t3 s3 tex sfl t3 tex a f a t3
kpa kpa kpa kpa oc °c kg/sec kg/hr °c
18 374.45 370.45 355.28 346.46 134.0 563.7 6.499 260.6 .0111 -37.0
11 373.48 368.04 3494901 340.11 276.9 650.5 6.486 262.6 .0112 55.9
TABLEVI. COMBUSTOR KGPIXAMBTERS FOR OFF'-I)ESIQNJNL'ZT
TEMPER&TU'RE OPERATING POETS jGItOUl.v 74 -. IN Vi S,:'
CUSTOM4RY U14ITS
RUN p PsiS3 Pt:ex	 Tt3	 Wa	 W:E	 Wf/K4 p Tt3
Asia psia OFpsis	 psia	 OF	 Iblaea	 lb/hr
18 54.31 53.73 51.53	 50.25	 .273.3	 1046.7	 14.329	 574.8	 .0111 —66.5
11 54.17 53.38 50.75	 49,33	 440.5	 1202.9	 14.299	 578.9	 .0112. 100.7
N
ko
Description of Data and Reduction Equipment
Reduction to One-Third Octave Band Dynamic Pressure Lertrels -
The recor a nose signals were p ayed back through a Hewlett-
Packard 8054A Real. Time Audio Spectrum Analyzer, coupled to a
Digital Equipment Corroration PDP-8 Data. Processor. The audio
spectrum. analyzer consists of 36 one-third octave band filter sets
and a slow rms detector with characteristics conforming to the re-
q•4rements set forth in International Electrotechnical Commission
Standard "Precision Sound Level Meters" IEC 179 (1973). The
dynamic range of the audio spectrum amplifier is 40 dB. An analog-
to-digital, converter on the data processor translates the output of the
audio spectrum amplifier filter sets to equivalent discrete voltage
levels with an accuracy equivalent to + .5 dB. The data processor is
programmed to sweep a specific number of one-third octave bands at
a rate of 42.8 bands per second for a set number of sweeps. During
each sweep the data processor transforms each one-.third octave band
equivalent dynamic pressure level to a dynamic pressure and stores these
values as a running sure for each band. At the end of the set number
of sweeps, the program determines the average dynamic pressure,
calculates the dynamic pressure level and applies the specific input
correction value given for the attenuator settingso all for each one-
third octave band. The program then prints out on a teletypewriter
and on punch tape the energy average one-third octave band dynamic
pressure levels for the record,
Reduction to Narrow Band Dynamic Pressure Levels - The
recorded signals were then played back through a Nicolet Scientific
UA6B Spectrum Analyzer and Nicolet Scientific 1015 Spectrums
Averager and plotted on grid paper by an X-Y recorder. The
spectrum. analyzer digitizes the input signal and computes the
frequency domain transform in 500 discrete limes. The rate of
sampling depends upon the band width/sampling duration setting.
The spectrum averager computes a running average for each of the
500 discrete lines for each sample sets, the number of samples being
predetermined. After the spectrum averaging has been completed,
the output feature of the averager is activated to produce an X-Y
plot of the stored spectrum average values.
Mode of Analysis
One - Third Octave Band Data - Each probe record for each
data point was reduced to obtain. the average of 100 one-third octave
band dynamic pressure levels. Tabular listing of these data are con-
tained in Appendix A. and graphical, plots in Appendix B.
These tables and plots represent the average 100 sweeps by the
data processor of the real time audio spectrum. analyzer. In several




.„-."^+L-.^ sm1•.^.i._	 ... ^.^	 _,_^._...	 t r,	 `7 ,, _	 _,-i	 ^	 ..	 ;.
spectrum analyzer. ror these runs, a second pass was required to
obtain the spectrum pressure levels below the -40 dB range point.
The input attenuator was readjusted to bring the remaining part of
the spectrum into the dynamic range of the analyzer.
The tabular listing of the one-third octave band pressure levels
were transferred to cards and fed into an IBM 360 computer.
Correction values (Table VII) supplied by NASA were thee. added to
these spectra to generate graphical. plots of the one-third octave band
pressure levels.
Narrow Band Data - Narrow band p.- assure levels were obtained
for eac pro a an run point. Narrow band, 0 to 2000 hertz, data
are contained in Appendix C. The narrow band X—Y plots represent
the spectrum average of 256 samples of 500, 40 hertz vide bands.
Allowance for Correlation Analysis
The data was recorded .ors 25.4 mm (1-inch) magnetic tape to
facilitate correlation analysis. All probes used the same head stack
on the tape recorder. In addition, a IOOO Hz signal was simultaneously
placed on each cha=el to allow any head skew error between the record	 i
and playback tape recorders to be determined.
TA LE VII. LIST OF ONE-THIRD OCTAVE BAND PRESST333E
LEVEL CORRECTION FACTORS
Combustion Chamber	 25719•-312.3 373.6 447.5-555.0-620.5




Correction Factors, dB re ZO micropasca.ls
50 3.7 4.2 4.7
63 3.7 4.2 4.7
so 3.7 4.2 4.7
100 3.7 4.2 4.7
125 3.4 3.9 4.4
160 2.8 3.3 3.8
200 1.8 2.3 2.8
250 .9 1.4 1.9
315 .7 1.2 1.7
400 1.4 1.9 2.4
500 1.6 2.1 2.6
630 .5 1.0 1.5
800 2.3 2.8 3.3
1000 2.9 3.4 3.9
1250 2.8 3.3 3.8
1600 3.7 4.2 4.7
2000 4.0 4.5 5.0
2500 3.2 3.7 4.2
3150 2.9 3.4 3.9
4000 3.5 3.9 4.5
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? TABLES OF 113 OCTANE BANE g"'
PRESSURE LEVELS
Y Group x {Table 1} Runs 2, 3, 6.A., 6B, 6 C, 7, and 10
Group IT (Table II) Runs 1, 4, 5, 8, and g a
Group IIY ('Table UI) Runs 19, 20, 22, 23, and 24
Group 1V (Table IV) Runs 14, 21„ 15, 16,	 17, 26,
Z7, 25, and 30
Group V (Table V) Ruses 12, 13, 28, and 29





















YF 102 OPERATING POINTS
GR11UP I REIN NU14BER 2 ;	 1	 .-.:	 •,
' INLET PRE SS=256.3 KPA (37 «2 PSIA) s COMB EXIT TEMP=526.8 DEG C( 980. DEG F) s
AIR FLUW = 4.92 KG/SEC( 10.9 #/SEC ), FUEL FLOW =1790 KG/HR (395. #/HR)
= FREQ	 PROBE NO.	 1 2 3 4 5 6
HZ
ONE-THIRD OCTAVE BAND PRESSURE LEVEL DB RE. 20 HICROPASCALS
50.0 133.3 130,5 126.3 132.8 130.5 141.8
36.0 133.0 129.5 126.2 133.46 1.32.0 140.7y 80.0 135.4 134.2 134.1 137,8 137,3 1401.3 ^
100.0 136.2 134.9 135.9 140,E 240.0 141.9
F; 125.0 135.9 135.1 136.7 140.4 139.7 143.5
160.0 133,6 131.9 132.8 137.4 136.B 146.9,
200.0 133.6 132.6 134.6 138.4 138,1 146.4
250.0 134.1 133.9 136,3 139.6 139.9 138.2'`'
315.0 136.3 137.0 139.5 142.6 143.2 143.5
400.0 136.2 137.2 140.2 143.8 144«0 139.7
500.0 134.6 135.4 138.2 141.9 141.8 139.6 ;!
630.4 132.6 133.6 136.7 141.7 341.8 139.9 i
800.0 132.8 133.9 138.8 143.4 143.6 144.0 }}11000.0 131.5 133.7 137.1 139.6 140.8 141.1 I }
1250.0 131.3 134.2 135.8 138.8 140.2 142.6
1600.0 130.E 133.3 133.7 137.6 139.0 341.2;_
2000.0 131.9 132 , E 132.8 137.7 138.7 142.8
2560.0 131,5 130.7 132.2 137.6 137.3 144.2
3150.0 132.2 132.9 132.8 137.4 136.8 142.8
4000.0 132.1 136.3 132.4 136.1 135.3 141.6
OVERALL PRESSURE LEVEL , D8 RE 20 MICROPASCALS








	 1 hilh NUmbF k]INLET
	 f'F:ES5 =312.4	 >tf 4 { E^ t .3	 F'S 1; I , LCfflij	 t-XI7 TL MP ='5 DEG C(IO23. DEG
	 F),AIR
	
FL1JW = `_•.90	 KG/SL-(.413.0
	 P/SE:C), FUEL.	 1LnW




CNL--IN1f•L f^CTkS^F.	 2ANE	 F-kES=URE LEVEL DB RE. 20 MICROPASCALS
63.0
113.2 130.7 126.4 112.6 132.6 132.7133.4 130 4 127.0 134.2 134..4 isi.680•0 135.c 134.7 1A .3 13Ei.3 138.8 130.3'. 100.0
125.0 13(..4 13	 2 135.7 140.4 140.9 131.7
160.0
137.3 a ;r . 7 13b .4 141.9 142.4 135.1134.3 133.5 134.6 139.1 139.5 138.7200 - 0 135.2 134.3 1	 b.8 14U.5 141.3 138.4,250.0
315.0
135.b 131i.6 13L:.4 143'.6 I42.B 129.9
` 400.(j I3ts.4 139.2 142.4 145.2 145.7 134.9
500.0
13b„1' 139.0 14 2 .4 145.7 146.7 131.9
630.0
136.t. 137.3 1 143.8 144.5 130.4
E 800.0
134.4 135.3 13b.1 142.7 144.0 131.3
1000.0




131,. [3 133- .6 141.0 142.9 133.0
16 00.x: 131.t 1-14.4
1 :: 7 .1: 140.3 14 2.4 134. F3
2000.0 1	 3. ]1^ 13.. 9
















4000.0 13'.x- 117.x; 134.3 136.7 136_9 138.5
-VLki,LL	 Fkf	 Sty -A LLVEL,	 q H ^E	 20 MICkDPASCALS
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'. VF	 102 UPEf.GIING	 FLINT-'
GRL. LP	 I RUN NUMBER	 6Q
INLET PRLSS=374.0 KPA f5 ,4 PSIL (DV-8	 EX IT TEV.P=600.5 DEG C( 1113. DEG	 F } q
I AIR FLOW x:.48	 KG/5LC( 14.3 #YSE[ } , FLIF L	 FL(1W =261. K6/HR (575. 4/HR)
FRLQ	 PRLbt- NU 1 2 3 4 5 6k. H Z r	 -
'' ONE-•THMI, OCTAVE BA14D FRLSSURE LEVEL DB RE. 20 'MICROPASCALS
^.. 50.0 133.n C.0 327.8 139.7 133.6 134.8 -
:`` 63.0 133.7 fl.0 127.7 139.9 135.4 133.4
80.0 139.4 0.0 135.7 141 .9 140.1 131.6 -
- 100.0 137.h 0.0 137.5 143.2 14-2.3 131.8
125.0 136.9 (-.0 14{}„7 144.4 144.4 136,.2
160.0 136.6 0.0 137.2 142.1 141.0 1400
1~ 200.0 336.4 0.0 13B.4 142.6 143.0 140.7 T





139-3 0.0 14 3.4 145.8 146.5 135-6
^ /5^400.0 140.1 0 .0 144.1 146.B 14'17.1 134.5 -_
." 500.0 13b.1 0.0 1 q ?.1 145..2 145.9 130.7
6330.0 135.5 0.0 139.3 143.6 145.2 132.3 -
^' 800.0* 136.1 C.,.0 141.4 145.5 246.5 132.8
o 1000.0 134.3 [1.0 139.h 141.F1 14-4.0 132.21250.0 134.3 0.0 139.8 141.2 143.6 135.6N 1600.0 133.0 C.0 12 6 .9 139.2 142.3 132:6z;:. 2000.0 134.3 C'.0 1.-s5 .8 139.0 141.7 133.7
^'J2500.0 134.2 G . 0 135.1 138.7 140.1 134.3
3150.0 135.4 0.0 135 .8 138.1 136.9 134.9
40co.0 136.2 0.0 135.7 137.9 137.7 134.5
- LVI-KI i.L	 PRE. SSl1kI	 LLVEL 9
	
DS RE 20 FICROPA5C4LS






-	 -	 ^ 
-,'-
^ e.: > 
^1  .. 	 ..	 t	 !-	 -.	 h `.	 !	 1. _ ..	 - ..-	 ...	 .. 	 ..	 _.^f. .we.rr4.e.]1k. .-JrLwir.^br.Y^.aYi.]:rSriNl.r:►lW ^r+.a..: "A^+.L.11A1a%,:ud^	 ia. 	 •WMirvYi
^iilbPEiiYYlYs9+..w., .. ..... 1k
00	 YF 102 DPEK,ATM PWKT';'
GRLLP	 I RUN NUPBER 6F
INLET PRESS=373.6 KPA154-2 PSIA), COMB EXIT TEMP=618.7 DEG C{11460 DEG F}v
AIR FLOW=6.40 KG/SE l-- ftl;irl #/SEC), FUEL	 FLOW=21,1& KG/HR4575. W:/HR )
FRIQ	 PRLjbt	 Nf,. 1 2 3 4 5 6
HZ
LINE -1141	 1. CICTAVL RAND 4'RLSSURE 'LEVEL DB RE.: 20 HICROPASCALS
50.0 133.7 13 0. 2 126.7 140.6 132.6 133.8'
63.0 133. P. 129.6 127.2 140.9 134.4 152.9
80.0 13L.] 134.b 134.8 142.2 1-3 9. 1 130.3
100.0 137.2 136.3 136.3 143.10 141.2 130.5
125.0 131,.4 13H .3 139.6 143-9 1.43.4 13408
160.0 136.6 135.9 136.6 1421.3 141.1 .138.8
200.'0 136.2 136.2 137.7 142c.3 142.1 1:40.4
250010 137.5 136.1 139.6 143.4 143.9 132.2
315.0 139.4 140.4 142.5 145.1 145.7 1214.7
400.0 140.0 141.0 143.9 145.7 lf+7. 1 133-9
1500.0 138.0 13ts.6 1141.6 144.6 145.3 1.291.3
630.0 135.5 13 6.4 13B.8 142.8 14-4.7 131.2
800.0 131.5 1:7.6 140.9 144.8 146.6 131.1
1000.0 134.2 136,7 139.4 140.9 143.6 130.2
1250.0 334.5 137.4 139.2 139.E 143.5 134.0















3150.0 135.7 137.3 135.1 137.6 137.9 129.2
t,000.0 130. 3 143 .6 135.4 138.1 138.6 130.2
CVM LL rRrS5tJkL LLVEL, DB RE 20 VICROPASC&LS
i -r-oc. . 5	 151	 1=1. A 	155.5	 155.9	 1417.0
-A t
7F	 102	
€1FERAT ING	 Fblt- Y
GRubp	I RUN NUMBER 6C
INLET PkL5S =374.2 KPA (54.3 PSIAI, COMB EXIT TEMP=600.8 [AEG	 C(111:3. DEG F)w
AIR FLOW=6.48 KG/5EC'(14.3 #/5EC), FUEL FE.13R =261.	 KG/HR(575. #/HR)
0 0
FRF Q	 PRUPh NU. 1 ? 3 4 § 6 .,
H2 ^ =
c'
ONE--1HIE^C OCTAVE RAND PRESSURE LEVEL OB RE. 2(D MICROPASCALS . -
54.0 133.4 125.9 176.1 13B.4 1-32.4 133.6
63.0 133'. t, 129.7 126.2 138.6 133.8 132.8
80.0 130.1 134.E 334.3 lg0.9 138.6 130.5
100.0 137.2 136.4 13_6.3 1.2.1. 140o9 13003
' 125.0 138.5 1.313.4 139.6 14 3.5 143.1 134.7
160.0 136.7 136.3 136.7 141.9 14.1.0 1390
200.0 136.2 1.36.3 137 a7 1 42.1 Iftl. 7 140.7
250_0 137.5 138.4 140.1 143.3 143.0 132.5
315.0 139.3 140.7 142.7 144.9 145.5 135.1 -
400.0 140.1 141.2 1'13.0 14.5.8 147.1 134.5
500.0 136.0 138.9 141.E 144.4 144,09 129.7
630.0 135.5 136.7 138.6 142.8 144.2 132.3
8CO.0 136.4 137.7 141.0 144.8 146.3 132,.1 r	 =
1000.0 134.3 136.8 135.3 140.8 143.1 131.9
1250..0 134.4 137.5 139.3 139.,8 143.2 136.3
1600.0 133.0 135.6 136.2 137.0 140.9 132.9
2000.13 133.6 135.1 134.8 136.4 1395 135.3
2500.0 133.4 133-6 134.2 136.5 136.8 135.8
3150.0 135.7 137.5 135.3 137.7 137.7 137.6
4000.0 137.1 141.9 135.7 13866 13B.4 138.4 --
f?Vlk,^.LL Ft RLSSUKL LEVEL 9
 DB EE 20 MICROPASCALS
350.5
	 1' 1.7
	 151..8	 155.1	 155.7	 148.7
A	 . .
YF 102 OPEkATINC FLINTS
GROLF' I	 RUN NUMBER	 7
INLET PRESS =448 - 1 KNA (65 .0 P5I A) , COMB EXIT TEMP = 603.9 DEG 01 . 114. DEG PI s
AIR FLOW=x.+ .00 KO/SEC( 17.6 OISE(): FUEL FLOW=306. KGfHR (676. #/HR)
FRLO PRUI Nu.	 1 2 3 4 5 5
e	 ., HZ l
# ONE -THIRL UCTAYL BAND PRLSSURE LEVEL DD RE. 20 MICROPASCALS ^a
# a 50.0 135.5 232.9 130.4 140.7 135.0 145.4 '--
63.0 135.7 132.0 129.1 i 41.2 13 fa. 4 145.2
LO.0 137.6 135.9 135.9 142.9 140.4 142.3
100.0 139.3 13b.0 138.2 144.2 142.8 142.7
' 125.0 1110.2 139.5 141.1 145.5 145.0 146.7
a 160.0 139.0 137.9 135.5 144..0 142.9 150.7
200.0 138.7 13b 139.6 144.5 144.2 152.6 #
250.4 139.6 140.0 141.9 145.9 146.1 144.6
315.0 141.5 1,42.6 145.0 147.9 148.4 146.9
400.0 142.4 1443.5 145.2 14B.3 149.4 146.5
~500.0 140.4 141.0 143.4 147.1 147.8 141.8 `.
630.0 13b.0 138.11 141.1 145.3 146.9 144.2
800.0 13b.9 140.0 142.9 147.3 149.0 143.8
1000.0 131,.5 13E~.6 141.2 143.6 146.0 142.6
1250.0 137.2 139.7 141.E 143.1 146.3 146.9
1600.0 135.4 13I.3 139.1 140.4 144.4 144.4
_ 2000. 0 136.0 137.7 137.8 139.6 142.E 143.2
2504.0 13.3 13L.1 137.2 139.4 140.9 142.2;
3150.0 137.L 139.2 138.6 140.7 141.5 94204:
4000.0 136.9 14?.4 139.5 141.3 142.1 143.D
IJVLF41L PRESSUPt LLVEL I D8 RE 20 MICROPASMS








































VE 102 LPLVATING FDINTS
GKGLP I	 KUN NUMBER 10
INLE7 PRL5S=553.4 KPA (80.3 P 51 A) s LOMB EXIT TEMP= 693.1 DEG IC(1280. DEG F) ,
AIR FLCW =9.53 KC/SEC(21.0 #/Sf C), FUEL FLOW=423. EGG/HR(932a #IHR)
1	 2	 3	 4	 6.	 6
ONE-THIRD CCTAYE BAND PRESSURE LEVEL DB RE. 20 KICROPASCALS
137.2 134.2 131.5 141.7 136.2 137.5
137.4 133.5 130.3 142.0 136.9 137.6
139.0 136.8 136.4 3.43.5 141.4 134.5
141.1 139.9 139.8 145.3 I44.3 134.4
141. C. 140.9 142.3 :f,6.7 146.4 137.5
140.9 140.3 341.0 145.6 1 4 5.0 141.6
1413.2 139.6 140.6 145.3 145.2 144.5
141.4 142.0 143.66 14 7.4 147.9 139. 1
142.6 143.6 145.8 148.6 149.6 136.7
1 ti4.5 145.8 147.1 149.8 151.13 139.7
141.4 143.0 345.1 1fta.8 149.4 133.3
139.5 1.4t3.t 143.0 147.0 1`43.4- 136.2
140.4 141.7 144.3 14B.9 15 0 5 136.9
13b- 2 140.6 142.7 145.8 14 7.7 133.6
139.2 141.9 143.9 145.5 948.4 139.2
137.3 140.5 141.3 142.E 146.Z 136.7
137.9 139. 11 139.6 141.9 lf#4.7 135.3
138 .4 138.2 139.2 141..6 142.8 134.8
140.2 141.3 14096 1 ft2.9 143.6 135.2
141.7 145.7 141.7 143.7 144.4 135.6
C^VLK t:1. L PRE SSURL L€ VEL n DB RE 20 MICROPASCALS
155.01	 111-6.3	 155.6	 159.2	 160.0	 151.3
1'^ L N.... ti	 ...^. -^.n^}Yan.n.n-iY^wk.^-w'f.I^w.^M.gw..^.d.^..u.•.._.^a..wau.`.^^. u.







7tt.L	 FUEL	 i L.Lk 0PEkA11NL	 3•f I N T S r
GKLLP	 1 1 RUN NUMBE R 4
F INLET PkL `>S=312.b KNA 145 .4	 fj SI k) q (A)MB	 LX I T TEMP=146.5 DEG	 C(.7-96. DEG F3 v
^i
AIR	 FLGW=`-..94	 K(;/SEL(13.1 ti/SEC), FULL FL[3W= 0. KG/MR( ii.	 #/HR)
x, FRIG	 Pki : L NU. 1 3 4 5 6
f
►f Z
,:	 # ONE-TH IRL GETAVE	 BAND PRESSURE LEVEL DB ESE. 20 MICROPASCALS
0.0 132.1- 13L .4 124.9 1- q .0 133.5 124.6
1 63.0 132.6 129.4 123.rr 134.3. 134.1 122.6
80.0 123.0 130.1 126.2 134.6 134.4 1211.7
100.0 121•.9 125.2 135.3 134.6 121.3
125.() 13.o.L` 12	 E: 1 G4 .9 135.4 134.9 122.2
160.0 134:.9 1i9	 fl 125.9 136.1 135.5 I22.0
2430 .G 136" .4 129.6 126.5 136.5 135.9 118.0
250 .0 13^ .2_ 130.7 126.6 137.2 136.9 120.5
315.6 132.1 231.3 125.5 137.3 137.3 117.7
400. fj 13 .3 132.4 130„4 136.5 137.8 121.2
' 500.0 131.t 1?c.^ 1.31 .1 138.1 137.7 122.5
b	 C 131.7 =3t.7 132.4 136.4 138.0 121.0
8 LO. 0 13^'.< 133'.? 133.7 1::8.7 131.0 127.0
10 	 d3.0 131.: 1:3	 t. 133.1 137. et 139.0 125.2
jl 1250.0 13s.4 1 :14.7 133.6 137.8 140.1 127.1
1600.0 131.1 124.1 1'3.2 137.3 139.7 129.1
2000.6 13	 G 13 :. c 133.5 137.8 139.2 133.0
254;0.0 1 1 fll . f 133 .4 137.7 136.5 134.2
3150.t; 13.5.4 134.V 134.1 137.6 135.3 136.9
44300.0 13^ . i; 137.7 134.1 136.7 134.5 140.1
..Vf F: LL Pkf GSU3- E LEVEL,	 Q1.+ F.E 20 MICROPASCALS
I4c .1 147.3 1446t 1^,U.4 15x.4 144.3
FP
w
100. f0 1 3^.c, Cl . l0 rb.471 713 171 .8 13 c6.3 812 0.5
-	 .. 125.0 133.5 C. 0 1 Ef . 7 139.5 136 s 221 * 	 -
160.0 13-1.3 0.0 126.0 1360 136.9 122.9
200.0 134.8 C.0 12'5.6 141.4 137.5 117.2
250.6 13,r bJ U.0 126.!4 132#3 138.3 120.6
315.0) 132.9 C$. C i Z9.I ,139°4 138.7 217=9
4(J0.0 13-5.4 O.0 1 . 1.2 138.8 139.1 121.1
500.0 1 3_-5.9 C .0 131
	
ft 139.0 139.1. 123.7
b3[,. C: 13,<.0 (.0 1.:;1 .0 135.4 139.4 121.5
800.0 134.0 C.0 135.1 139.5 340.3 126.4
1000.0 13.1.1 C.0 1:15.3 139.3 140.3 125.5
12 z,0.0 1'^. ! U.G. 534.0 130.7 341.4 126.8
1600.6 13..:5 ' .0 1:!4.3 1_1.8.9 141.0 128.4
204;0 «C 1 "'3.4.` C .0 1 A .5 139.2 140.2 130.6
25CO.0 1 4l, .O 133.7 142.3 137.6 133.4
31'_ t^.L ] 3..^: C .0 1 ?3.9 116.3 136.5 1.34.2
4000.0 1 J , . 1 0.0 1 .-5. 7 13	 .7 135.6 ] 39.2
s^EI L	 EhC`:^^•: i_EYEC,	 Drs C8	 zC?	 ?^1CR#3 `ASG	 '_5 `.
4 :, 5 .6 151.7 I5I+ £3 143.3
GitLt ^- 1 I
INLET F'F.0 `_..=4r+t^.c. l^^A (64 .6 ^F`;.16 ^ r
AIR F^Lf^=r.9 4 ^. C 1 j.•.k.Lt i7 	
SE
.h •►^/C-






















7m,.7 1	 ..71'.11.0 I ^F5.2 140.`3 13}.0139.7	 131.03150.0 13d w`. p, I'1 r. 07 1_3.2 141.6I ^i^.fi
Z1000.0
fl 'j FiIGRFtF`A53.9^1. L.	 Fht }5UE:.E LE VEL, 154.2 13	 .9
Ibu 1 F I ^- 1417
i
i






KUN NUt BLK	 r	
r
C L'MB EXIT 7E eP=203.2 VEG
FULL MOW = 0. FAD/HR( U-
4	 5	 6























13E.h 1.42.2 126.'12E.4139.0 138.6 127 2
i 3
L Cl AW 13i tiD	 FRLS'--UR.E
I?1 .G 12E3.4
133.9 126.4
































1 3", . `,
F) •
fl/It -.l
^ErL , 	 FW L f LLW	
€ PLktTINC.
	 FL lt^T j
^ ^ Gl^CI.P ! 1 MIN NUMBER 9 ! -INLET
	
f t^l :•5 = 55 11,: SPA {r3C`. tt	 ^	 `^II.3x C01"IB	 EXIT TEHP =232.4 CEG
	 C( 450.	 DEG F; ^AIR FLCl =9.62 KfG SLCI, l	 2 ;.fSLt 1, f L€F.L	 FUJI, C.	 KG/PfZ( 0m f
t HZ




13L,.1 133„1132.5 124.2 13E.4 137.7 121^,^t'S
t	 z
/^
80. U 1 3L, t, 133. 2
127.3
















3 8 . 7
d3Ja3
,.1 25 4
0 ,^14 ^il.	 1!
1(1.4 T1	 Ywi137.,r 1,133. if i^^e4 1J7w7 1^7.J
.	 -e 
?7	 ^^yy
2.00.0 137.2 134 ,3134.3 129.1 141.0 140.1 327.~0.
--
^ 2st1.0 1.37.2 135.2


























630.0 137.4?/	 f13P.0 137.4137.7 1.3e,7 144.2 142.3 1y f#.5
CS 1/V a V












12.6.31 I25O.O 13c,.7 139.1 137.3 141.9 143.6 1270
1600.O 137.313...1 14C.2 ?1	 •ta .2 ^B 4c .1 451., 5 32 .2i 2GGQ.E; 13€.1 1.39, f,l a te.; 137.7I38.0 142.9 3q5.4 127.3
„N 2500.0 137. 5 137.5 137.9 1IrDA71^ 0.4 14§.4Ifil.6 126.9315O.0 13,).1 14C.0 339.7 142. 7 141.0 .125.9127.1
:'	 :w^
z
4!J(^O.tl 14v.4 144.5 144.F- 143.5 142.3 129.2
r p i	 Vt	 : t
15:.:
L	 PRL `_+SUjJ LF- VUL ,
	 DB	 kE 20 HICROVASCALS
.J rd












1 E0 . (t 13c . ^
200.0 13r . ^,
2'?0. L 1 34 .E
315.0 1 '_'..
4C0.0 I3^.
500.4.' 133 w z
6.30.t_ 131.4
8 u0.0 131.(.
ICQO	 c: 1 31,.c
1150.1' 12 '.'%
1.6 GC J , 12'r . e'
10(4 0.(' 12,+.'.,
25(,O.L 1 R_^ .^
31 50.(, 131.`
4G00 C 1^^. t
4	 (,
iGIt,Vt. ^14'NP FKf S -'JV= LIk, LL. Dif F.E. 20 t°1C PC PA SCAL S
i, 1.r 1c1.^, I::3.ts 12E.2 I30.1
1i: -f Ie.s.7 1.4.j 730.4 128.7
1 -3. 131.7 1,3 f, .9 13 r.4 121..2
11, .. ; 1: 3 .7 135.0 13B..1 12F
1-3 .1 12'5.9 13^1411 139.1 131.3
1 31rE, 137,.8 136.3 134,.0
134 1{3.3 137.1? 137.1 135.9
134.4 I3'.:• .1: 139.5 139.3 12 7-R
1 '.t	 • `.. 137.7 140.8 I' D. S 131.5
13c .7 138.7 142.0 142.4 129.6
1.34.1- 137.4 1.40.E 140.6 126.6
1.' r 	.`. 1 "4 rJ 139.E: 140.0 128.7*
1^a,1 13I^3 141.4 l'r2.1 12P.7
137.1 13E1.8 128.5
^J3 • 1 Is4. 1	 ' l . p 138 . 1 132.1
1	 1 . ^^ 1	 1 .1 1:•. 3 . C, 135 .9 1213 . b
1 3L . 7 1 ^'l. t% 13.6.4 134.3 131.6
11,20	 to 129.3 1 53.4 131.4 132.3
L3- . 1 165.7 1'34.6 132.6 133.4




WIN	 in NO m
Lt..j,P01'.N :LfIN&., , 	 tL1W.
c,:: 0,	 11 j	 1,: Ufr t•Uf-.P E s:	 1
INLE7 MLS`,,=2 ,1.t K: A ts7. 11 P!,1	 LOHE	 1.X1 73 Tf_M1, =51~2.1 LEG C(10JO,, DEG FIB
AIR FLUh=4 .46 t^4 . /St (.( 9.1- P /_lt ), IUFl FLL1sM=1.~1. KUHR( ,t16w h/flR)
LVi F t L F Rf LSOkf LEVEL, DS FE 20 PICROPASCAL.S
I4 t..`-	 147.7	 141.4	 151.4	 151.?	 145.I
1cunt	 UTk k	 '_ LE IN1 0 U lkA T It, k f-'L,INIt
co G	 t:Lf	 1 i 1 h.Ur, NuF,[: [R 	 2(.
-INLET PkL 5^>=314	 KPA 0'. .6	 I'S I A ) s CLN[;	 LX i I	 IF MP=606.3 IEG	 G( I123. DEG	 f') 4 ^
AIR	 ELCW==	 .18	 Kt,,/SE[.i]i.4 P/. .`PLC): FULL fM4 =ii ".	 KG/HR(483.	 #/FIR)
FRLL	 PRLJ t	 NC. i ^' 3 4 5 ^
I
HZ
GtvL - 1H1FL L, CTAVL	 c3ANP PRESSURE LEVEL	 DE?	 FEE. 2D NICROPASGALS
I
5C_t1 13	 .^ • I 2	 1- 123.3 135.4 129.6
t-3.0 13s.0 3?6.6 124.3 135.14 131.5 129.7
I
t
Y tl(}.^; 136.n 133 .4 132.7 138,4 136.5 128.5100.0 13:.7 134.E 134.4 139.8 138.8 128 .0
125. G 137. G 136 .'i 141.4 141.0 132.4
16{}.0 134.4 133.1 134.6 139.5 138.4 136.2
200.0 13f,.0 134.0 134 .7 139.4 139.0 137Qf3
250.0 135.1 135.9 137.1 140.7 140„7 1201.4
3i5.G 137.0 13''.3 1:11.7 1' 2.2 342.5 132.6
4{30.D 137.f 13E.9 140.6 143.4 144.3 131.4
50{1 _0 335.4 136. 6 136.9 14[.{3 142.3 127.4
6313.{) I3s.? 1?4.4 13511 I4ow6 141.6 129.4
r b 00 . U 133 . e; 1 ti:. 3 13B.6 142.4 143.5 129.8
^ 1000.0 131.`- 134.7 136.6 138.2 140.5 129.,2 4
1250«2 131.7 135. G 1'6.1 137.0 340.3 1330
^r 161,0.0 13u.- 133.2 133.0 134.5 135.1 129.7 -
' 2000.2 131.. a	 ,1.,	 . 4 31: I . E^ 13 4 . ' 13E . 5 1.32.1 '
2500 .0 13t:.', 131. 0- 130.9 134.3 133.5 132.4
3150.0 13-1 .z 13`_ . t 1 '1 .6 135.6 134.5 134.4
4000.0 134.` 1:.;°.6 1:'1.4 135wii 135.3 136.1t
_! :	 LL	 I R L	 U	 L LtVtL,,	 DE1 EE 20 VICROPASC4LS







COMB	 [XIT IIMP = 729. 8 LEG C(1346- DEG	 F)?
INLET	 PRLSS='I'^
HZ
50.0 135.3 1.32 1127.6
135.6 134.3
63.0 132.4
80.0 137-1 142.4 132.D
135.6100.0 14C.7 141.9 145.4
139.3 143.3
200-0 141.1 1 4 5 146.2 138-9140
142.0 143.7315-0 1 1,0.5
1 1 45.7 lq7.3 14B.6
138.D
4C
500-0 139.6 140.7 143.7
146.3 46
145.9 134.3


































2500.0 1 3v. t'
3150.0 1 X4.1
4000.0 1 til .:
2	 3	 4	 5	 6
KTAVL iiy1^D PRESSURE LEVEL OF RE. 20 MICROPASCALS
134.2 14-9.3 141.0 135.9 137.0
133.3 127.9 141.0 135.6 137.7
13t .2 134. F} 142.5 14D. 1 135.0
14C.G 133.3 145.0 143.7 134.4
141.7 142.9 147.0 146.6 136.8
141.7 142.6 146.3 146.0 141.4
135.9 140.8 144.8 144.8 145.6
142.9 144.6 147.5 14B.1 1430
143.6 145.3 147.6 14B.3 134.2
145.5 146.1 148.7 15D.1 140.1
142.9 145.6 14B.2 14B.8 134.5
140, . 6 143.2 146.4 146.1 136.7
141.6 143.7 147.6 149.7 137.0
140.f. 143.3 145.4 147.5 134.9
141.7 144.4 1y4.7 148.0 134.3
139.7 140.6 141.1 144.9 137.9
134.1 138.9 1`c0.4 143.3 135.B
13 1. 1 13b. 1 140.1 I'tD.9 135.3
14(.7 131.3 141.6 141.8 137.1




C31-TUTL h Lif 1Nt 0 t]NLi,.AT INC K,INT'.
GKUP III	 F-UN NUMBER 24
INLET PRESS = 555.: KNA (60.6 PLU ), COMB [KIT TE MP=PI3.7 DEG C( 1497. DEC F) w
AIR FLOW = B. TO KL. /^L L( 19.2 tt/SFC) v WE L FLOW=49 f9. KG /HR ( ##** #/HR 1
[N kiLL FRL`,SUEL LEVEL, 0B NL 20 MICPUPASCALS
I5ef.x:	 155.7	 155.5	 1' Et.5	 159.3	 1:2.1
Ln
..	 -	 =i:..=-z^^=^i n rrII+'+S1'i






OFF OF-SIGN AIR PLOW OPERATING POINTS
GROUP IV RUN NUMBER get
INLET PRE SS=373.7 KPA (54.2 PSI, ) v COMB EXIT TEliP=597.,3 DEG C(1107. DEG F) s
AIR FLOH=4.90 KG/SEC(10.6 #d/SEC),, FUEL FLOW =196. KG/HR(432. #/HR)
k
FRED	 PROBE NO.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 g	 ^^^
HZ
ONE --THIRD OCTAVE BAND PRESSURE LEVEL. DB RE. 20 MICROPASCALS
s	
--. 50.0 131.3 126.8 122.7 133.9 126.8 12911,
63.€3 1341.8 126.4 123.8 134.4 130.0 1293
- 80.0 133.6 132.2 132.7 137.4 135.5 127.5 _ .--
100.0 134.8 133.8 134.5 139.0 136.0 126.4
125.0 135.8 135.9 137.5 140.6 14D.2 130,4-
160..0 132.7 132.4 133.1 138.0 136.8 133.6
200.0 131.5 131.5 132.7 137.7 136.5 135.7
250.0 133.0 133.8 135.4 131.3 138.5 127.7
.33  5.0 135.6 136.9 138.6 141.0 140.9 132.3
400.0 137.7 138.8 140.5 142.3 143.0 130.9
5130.0 133.4 134.6 137.3 140.7 1413.5 124.7
630.0 I32.0 133.1 134.5 138.9 13900 127.9
800.0 132.,5 133.9 137.0 140. ft 141.4 127.4
. 1000.0 129.9 132.4 135.0 136.7 138.2 125.0 i
125010 130.3 132.7 134..7 135.8 137.6 123.1
1600.0 129.0 134.9 131.9 133.8 135.2 126.4
2000.0 128.3 130.4 130.4 133.7 132.7 126.2
25 00.0 129.3 130.5 129.0 133.4 130.2 124.7
3150.0 131.2 134.0 12R.4 134..6 131.0 125.1	 i-j 40GO .0 133.1 139.1 128.1 134.6 132.1 124,.9
OVERALL PRESSURE LEVEL, V P PE 20 MICROPASCALS























































OFF DESIGN AIR FLOW OPERATING POINTS
GROUP IV	 RUN NUMBER 21
INLET PRESS=376.9 KPA (54.7 PSIA) r COMBEX IT TEMP=598.1 DEC C(1109. DEG F) s
AIR. ELGW =5.75 KGISEC112.7 */SEC) s FUEL FLOW=230. KG/HR(506. ##/HR)
1 2 3 4
ONE-THIRD OCTAVE BAND PRESSURE LEVEL DB
133.0 12B.8 123.4 133.9
133.2 129.0 124.8 135.1
135.4 134.0 133.5 138.3
136.7 135.8 135.6 140.3
137.8 137.9 138.9 142.1
135.4 135.0 135.3 140.0
134.3 134.4 135.3 139.7
135.6 136.5 137.8 141.4
137.4 130.9 140.5 143.0
139.3 140.5 142n1 144.6
136.0 137.2 139.8 143.0
134.1 135.4 136.9 141.8
134.9' 136.4 139.4 143.2
132.6 '135.2 137.5 139.3
132.6 135.6 137.3 138.5
131.5 133.8 134.2 136.0
131.6 133.0 132.9 135.9
131.6 132.1 132.1 135.8
133.7 13509 132.7 137.0
135.3 140.5 132.3 137.6




	 150.0	 153.5	 153.7	 146.8
ff
Ln
6FF DESIGN AIR FLOW OPERATING POINTS
GRCUP IV RUN NURSER 15
_
4
INLET FRESS=374.2 KPA(54..3 PSIA): COMB EXIT TEMP=604.7 DE-G C(11.21. DE	 F'),
AIR FL0W=6,01: KG/SEC(1T.7 #/SEC)„ FUEL FLOW =325. 'KGPHR(716,. #/HR)
P.	
'.' ..	 FRED. PULSE NCI.	 1 2  3 4 5
ONE-THIRD OCTAVE BANb PRESSURE LEVEL OB P.E. ' 0.-'	 a ?CSC LS
50 ^. 0 136 .8 134. 1 131.3 139.8 136.1 13406
F 63..0 136.b 132.9 128.,8 139.9 I36 ..T 135.2 ";
80 0 138.4 136.3- 135.9 142.0 140.9 " .. 13	 3
100.0 139.6 137.7 137.4 143.0 142.8 134.4:
1125.0 140.0 13B .8 139.7 143.9 144-.1 137`..0
160.0 138.9 137.4 137.6 142.5
2000.0 139.5 139..0 140.4 144.2 14502 1.43;,.4
250.0 14b.1 140.4 1k 2.2 145.0 146.E 136.2
315. 0 142.8 144.0 146.4 148.6 151.0.
400.0 142.7 143.7 145.7 14F.7 15U:6 116.8
500.0 140:6 141. 0 143.2 146.6 149`.5 132.8
630..0 138.2 1381E 141.4 144.3 1^r7 .S ----13<4.
800.0 138.8 139.8 .144.1 147.2 150 Q2 135.6
1000.0 136.9 139.0 141.5 1.43.2 147.0 133.7i 1250.0 137.4 140.0 141.8 142.7 1:47 A. 01'.7-
i 1600. 0 135.9 138.9 139.2 139.6 145.2. 136,2
2000.0 135.4 13B..7 138.1 138.,6 143.9 135.2
2500.0 136.9 137.0 137.6 130.0 142.3 134.2
3150.0 1.36.4 139.7 138.9 138.7 143.4 134.8
4000.0 139.0 143.6 139.8 139.1 143.8 135.0
OVERALL PRESSURE LEVEL, DS RE 20 MICROPRSrALS
..	 i 153.6 154.1 154.4 157.2 159.5 150.2
EFF DESIGN AIR FLOW OPERATING P13INTS
GROUP	 14i. RUN NUMBER	 16
INLET PRESS=373.9 IPA (.54.2 PS IA) , COMB EX IT TEMP=171.8 DEG C( 341. DEG F)
AIR FLOW=4:88 KG/SEC(10-8 #/SEC) s FUEL FLOW = (YP ECG/HR{ 4.	 /HR)






OCTAVE BAND RESSURE LEVEL OB ' RE-: 26 ICRO`PASCALS
50.0 130 11"6 125.4 119.5 131 .5 1'29.1" T 17..9
63.0. 130.3 125.2 113.4: 131.9 129.4;. 1.16.7
80.0 130.3 125. 4 321.2 12.5 130.0._ 114.4
100.4 130.3 1Z6.6 121.7' 133.5 13D.9 113.:4 -
125.0 12906 126.9 122.3' 134.1 131.E 1:1.6..1
1G0.0. 129.3 1,27.3 12-30 . '135.1 131.9	 . 	 _..._..118,i.'6
200.0. 128:.7 127.5 123.6 1.35.5 132.1	 _ 112 s 1
250.0 . 1280 5 128.4 125.5 136.E 1.32.7' : 115.,4
..315.0 128.4 129.1. 126.9 135. 5 3:33.2: 1 13. 2
•, 4. 60.0 1;28.3 1 Z9.7	 .1:27.6. 136.2 133..7 116,.1;
500.0: 127,,7, 12.9.2	 '..128.3 1.3503 133.5 11^Ia3
53.0.(3 3283 : o 1;29.6 129.1 435.2 13+4.5 11x.6
600 0 12?-C ,7..1251 129. 135:.3 136.02 1.17.. E
000.0 121.4 130.9' 3 29'.'0 133.7 135.4: 116.7
125E7o^! 126 05 131.4 12 9.3 133x9 136.0. 1170.4
1600.0 12b02 130.4 126.6 133.5 13f.0 119.6
ZU 16}.Q 128.1 129.m8 128.6 133.7 13i.D. 120.3 .,
2500.0 128.7 129.6 .127.7 133.2 127.E 120..8
3150.0 130.8 133.7 127.4 134.1	 .129.5 120.9
.4000.0 1.32.9 13807 126.4 133.5 129.9 123.5
OVERALL PRESSURE LLVELY OR PE 20 MICRDPASGALS
143.3 114.4.8 1dl 0.1 147.7 145.9 132.5
cn
I. a l	N I 1 1 13-	 all Itil	 P111141
PROBE NC.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
ONE-THIRD OCTAVE BAND PRESSURE LEVEL Go RE. 20 MICROPASCAL3
135.2 232.7 129.6 140.2 136.9 127.9
135.7 131.9 126.5 140.4 137.3 125.6
136.2 132.5 128.9 140.5 137.7
14.E	 ^.
136.7 133.0 128.5 140.6 138.1 124.5
136.7 132.9 127.5 140.9 138.3 124.3
130.8 133.5 128.0 141.5 139.3 .	 .124.9.
136.5 133,.5 128.5 141.7 134.8 120.4
136.5 134.5 130.9 142.7 141.1 123,2
136.5 135.2 132.1 142.8 141.7 121.0-
137.0 136.0 132.7 143.0 1420 1.23.3
136.7 136.3 133.7 1.42.3 141.6 127.3
136.4 136.7 135.0 141.8 142.3 124,T
137.2 138.3 136.5 141.8 143.4 121.3
136. 1 138.11 136.4 140.2 142.6 125.7
136.4 139.0 137.2 134.9 543.7 12406
135.3 138..6 136.9 I3F.3 144.D 125.,8
135.8 138.3 136.9 I37.5 143.2 126.0
136.7 136.8 136,.8 137.1 141.+ 125.6
138.0 139.1 138.4 136.9 141.7 126.5
13b.5 142.9 139.6 140.2 142.2 128.1
OVERALL PRESSURE LEVEL, D8 RE 20 MICROPASCALS
351.9	 152.0	 148.4	 154.3	 154.7	 139.8
un
UFF DESIGN AIR FLOW OPERATING POINTS
GRUUP IV	 RUN NUMBER 17
INLET PRESS=373.3 KPA (54.1 PSI/. )* COMB EXIT TEMP = 172.6 UEG C( 343. DEG F),


































OFf 6N AID F 0'W C.P.EKATIN6 ParN.Ts
OPiCt7P"	 lY:: RUN A 0M. 'SER 2^i
: 'INLET' . PRESS-553.8 ,i{PA'I80 3 :PS1A ^ ^ ' C©Mti ^X TT T^IRP=690' B DEG Ci 1275:: OE G: ^1
AIR 
-FLOW	 7.14 ;KC) SE C6 1.5.7 #fSEC'! .:FUEL. FL[1N -31b". KG/HR "f 695.
FRED PROBE KG.	 1 2 3 4	 :;. 5 &
E ^^
E ONE-1HIPD:, OCTAVE" SAND PRESSURE tEYEL DB	 E.	 D' MT.. CRUPASGALS .
5fl:.0 133.7 130.4:: 125.2 734`8 : 132.4 135.'0..
k 63'.(3 133.7 130.0 125.7 135.45 :133.4 " 133.3
A 1Go. o 13b..9 138.6 `" 1	 .8.2 " 142,6- _142.2 ".129. 1
lL5',0 339.4 .139..E 141.4 144.9 1.4.8 134.2
16 0 .4 136.1 138.4 139.4 142-.9 ..'14Z - 8 1:3$;1' -
20^D.0 135.7 135.6 13.6.8`: 141 0 1.	 . 140 9 I4.1 3 -
250.0 137.5 138.4. 140.3 143.7 143.5" f35.6;
315.0 1.28.8 140.2 14:201 144.7
	
. -'14rr,7
-, 400 .0 142.8 144.4 145..3 147.3 147.7 :': ` 137. B
500.0 138.1 139..1 241.7 145.5 145`.G 128.8
630.0.. 135.9 137.5 13 X3.1, 144A x43.4 ." 131.4
8 ,00.0. . 137.1 .138.7 140.9 145..4 145'.5. 132.0
:1000.0 134.0 136.8 139.1 142.2 142.7 1 29..0	 .
1250.0 134.7 137.4- 140-2 141 8 142.9 134.5
16C0.0	 : 133.1 135.7. 136.9 1.3902 140.2. .131.5
2000.0: 133.2 134..9 135.4 139:00 .13B .1 132.0
25E30.c3 133.0. 134.0 134.2 138.5 -.435.3 131.6
3150.0 135.4 . 137.4 . 134.6 1-39 6:3. ­136.1 133.4
4000.0 138.'1 142.9 134 ,1 140.`0 137.2 134.1
OVERALL PRESSURE LEVEL, DB RE 20 MICROPASCALS
-	 150.5 152.3 152.3 155.8 155`.6 148.0 -
Ln
i
_.	 .w.itr 	 ..	 _ 
w ^
_..	 '..	 ."_.._	 ..,..	
-	 •_---	 _
-
.._	 _.	 _..v.s. .... _-.,_..,._.	 ..	 ,_.._... ....._._.....,	 .	 _.,..u -1.v...`-..vawn,.:wi:...,^-_'.Ym:.•m'•' ,,- _fis.i -+_,..:.an.c-'-	 -	 ..,....•	 : :..d..:w,c^.....
co- ..
OFF DESIGN 'AIR FLOW OPERATING POINTS
G:RCUP. 1V RUN NUMBER 27
INLET PRESS=555.4 KPA (80.6 PSIA ), COMB EXIT TEMP =687.1 DEG C(1269., DEG. F),r
AIR FLOW-8.42 KG/SEC( 18.6 #/SEG) 9 FUEL FLOW =369. KG/17R (814. #/HR)
t FREQ PROBE NO.	 1 2 3 4 5 6
! HZ.
ONE--THIRD OCTAVE BAND PRESSURE LEVEL DB. RE . 2D HICROPASCALS
€
5 0.0 136.2 132.9 127 .7 140 o l 134.4 .136.5.
63.0 136.2 132.5 127.4 7.40 .4 135.3 135.4
80.0 137.6 135.7 134.4 142.1 139.6 132.9
E 100.0 140.0 139.3 138.6 144.2 143x1- 131.7
.; 125.0 140.7 140.5 141.7 145,.8 145.5 135.8
160.0 139.6 139.5 140.1 144.3 143.9 134.8
200.0 138.2 137.9 138.7 143.4 143.2 143.2
' 25Q..0 139.6 140.4 142.1 145.4 145W6 137.3
` 315.0 140,.7 142.2 143.9 146.3 147.0 135.3
400.0 1+3.5 145.0 145.7 148,.0 149.3 138.8
500.0 140.8 141.6 143.9 746.6 147.x± 131.2
630.0 137.8 139.,3 141.2 144.8 145.1 134.1
{ 800.0 139.2 140.8 142.6 146.5 146.1 134.01000.0 136.6 139.2 141.3 143.1 145.4 131.9 -
E 1250.0 137.3 140.3 142.3 142.8 1460 137.4
T 1600.0 135.5 13B.6 139.2 139.6 143.4 134.4 -
2000.0 136.1 137.8 137.8 138.9 141.B 134.1
2500»0 135.8 136.1 137.0 138.8 139.2 133.7
315..0 138.1 139 „4 138 0 2 140;.0 1.0 0 135.1
4100.0 140.5 144 .4 138.8 141.3 141.1 1.35.6
OVERALL PRESSURE LEVEL, DB RE 20 MICROPASCARS
E 153.1 154.4 15	 ,0 157.2 157.E 149,.8
'.A•	 ,t+.,..'u..
.. `;a.tx.^-,i.wsle4	 ^ ^. e--w. .ao - w.....w.exsr.a..e .^n...w.attt u..	 ....r.a .ti...




OFF DESIGN AIR FLOP OPERATING POINTS
GROUP IV	 RUN NUMBER 25
INLET PH`55 =622.9 KPA(90.4 PSIA), COMB EMT TEMP=748.4 DEG 0[1379. DEG EIa
AIR FLOW = 7.78 KG/SEC( 1,7.2 # /SEC), FUEL FLOW=380. KGfHR(837. /14R),
FREE rf GSE NO.	 1 2 3 4' 5 6
Hz -	 -
CINE°THIRD OCTAVE aAND PRESSURE LEVEL. 0B RE. 2D M1Ck0PA5 CAL S-
50.0
 134.5 131.3 126.4 _ 135.6 132.8 146.1
63.0 134.4 130.9 126.1 136..1 JA .0 144.6.
80.4 136.3 134.8 134.0 139.4 139.7 1430'8
100.0 140.2 139.9 139o4 143.7 143.4 141.2
1.25.0 10.4 140..9 142.4 145.8 1450a 14409
160.0 139.7 140.2 141.2 14403- l	 re,.
200.0 136.7 136.7 137.9 141.7 141 ;7 151.1
250.0 139.0 139.9 141.6 144.6 144.3` 148.3
315.0 139.5 140.9 I42.4' 145.0 145.2. 142.E
400.0 143.+6 145.2 145.9 147.9 148.1 149.0
500.0 139,.3 140.3 142.9 146.4 145.9 140.9
630.0 136.6 136.5 140.0 144.4 144.21"
800.0 137.9 139,6 141.6 146.2 146.3 .143.7
1000.0 135.0 137.7 140.0 143.3 143.8 140.:8
1250.0 135.6 131.4 141.2 142»7 14.3.4 145.5
16(10.0 133,.9 136.6 137.7 139.9 140.8 143.4
2000..0 134.0 135.6 136.3 139..8 138.B 142.6
2-500.0 133.8 134.8 135.0 139.3 13509 142.5
3150.0 136,4 138.3 135.3 140.1 136.9 143.6
4000.0 139.2 143.8 134.8 140.7 137.9. 144.6
OVERALL PRESSURE LEVEE, 09 RE 20 MICROPASCALS




OFF DESIGN AIR FLAW LPERAIINC POINTS
GROUP IV RUN NUMBER	 30
INLET PRESS=6'22.2 KFA (90.2 P51 A) r COMB EXIT TEMP =245.1 DEG C( 473. .DFG . F? q "-
AIR ELI3W = 7n . 80 KGISEC(17.2 ^fSEC)s FUEL FLOW= 0.	 KG/HR.( 0. #/HR)
R FRE.Q PROK ND.	 1 2 3 4 5 fiF Hz
ONE-THIRD OCTAVE BAND PRESSURE LEVEL DB RE. 20 MIGROPASCALS r
€
50-ID 132.8 1.29.0 122.7 135.9 133.2 123.
63.0 132.5 128.8 122.9 136.5 133.7 122 -
80.0 133.1 129.2 124.4 136.9 134.2 120.0
10000 133.6 130.1 125.4 '137.9 135.2 1.15	 9::
125.0 133.4 130.3 125.6 13P.4 13514 119_4
160.0 133.2 131 ,. 4 126.6 138.4 136.() 125 , o
k 200.0 133:.0 131 .0 127.2 139.4 135.2 117.9
250.0 132.9 1319 128.9 140.0 136.7 120.6 t
315.G 133.1 133.1 130.8 140.1 137.5 119.2E 404..0 133.3 133.9 131.5 139.9 13B.:42 119.4
500.0 132.6 133.7 132.1' 138.6 137.3 123:.2
i	 630.0 132.4 134.0 133 . 1 138.0 1.38 a4 124 .2 z_
860.0 133.6 136..2 134.4 138.6 140.5 123.4
f	 10GG.0 132.1 135.5 133.4 136.5 140.2 127.0.
12 5; 0.G 132.9 136.1 134.2 136.7 141.3 122.
16 G0.0 132.5 135.3 133.4 135.5 139.9 128.2 3
2000.0 132.B 131x.5 133.8 136.0 137..2 128.6
25CO.0 132.6 133.7 133.5 135.8 133.5 129.6
}	 3150.0 135.3 137.14 134.2 137.2 1.34.D 129..7 .
4000..0 137.7 142.2 133.4 138.6 135.4 133.2
OVERALL ,PRESSURE LEVEL, DB RE 20 MICROPASCAL5




	_....__	 tli.°.-f+i ..:l.yw.fW.-tw'XWM.MMI ,.'4i.-i	 7i.M.....:.E+.Awlwia.a...¢•M:xfihr.Wa.swuu..^...^a.. ^......_^......^.w.....- ,..._.•-.	 ..r.,^^. ^....	 ._>>.... -_--._.	 _..-	 ",	 .. ...	 .....	 ._	 _.	 .,	
---..-
	 .	 . -^	 _. _,	 ..^_	 -	 .. .-..	 ^	 ...	 ...	 _-	 ..i. •-_	 ..
"ll	 Moll
UPF bESIGh FULL IU AIR KA7 11 OPERATING POINTS
GRCLk	 V RUN NUMBER . 1,2
INEPT	 P.Rk	 5 =374.	 F.}A (54 Q3 PSI/.), CEJ SB	 E X1T iEMP =395,2 'DEG ,C(' 743: DEG F) r
AIR FLOW-6 - 41 	 ^CJ:^L Ld 14. I #; /SLC }, FU L FL%v-13.0. K•G./HR`Cc^7F 'AMR )
FRLrQ PkL. E tit.	 1 Z 3 4 5 6
H3
f ONE-1FiIPL° OCTAVE BAND FRESSURE LEVEL 08 RE. 20 MI.CROPASCALS
50.0 133.3 1 21 .4 1:25.0 14 1.2 132.0 126.3
63.0 133.3 128. 9 1241.1 14G.7- 133.0 1.27.8
80.0 134t.1 :31 .2 12^t.. 7 141 w(1 135.1 IZf^oB
100.0 134.E 134.1 130.4;, M9 16'2 127..1
125.0 134.7 132.6 132i.1 14 0.6 137.0. 12 9'0'.3.
168. 0 13319 131..6 129 .7 : .139 1 36m,2 13307 •
200.0 133.6 132.4 1.3;1.5 139.6 137.4 131..6
20.(3 13tt p3 134.0 134.3 140.,4 1391. ;125,5
315 .0 137.4 13P.4 13908 143.3: 144.1' ` 132.3
400.0 137.1 13 .1 138 .7 1 4.2. 6 13. 12 6 .4
5(14..0 134.? 135.5 136.2 140.'5 1,41..7 127`.5
630.0 134.7 135.& 136.7 14.1.2 142.6 12601
$00 y V 134. 9 136.6 137. 1 141.6 1:43-4 128 41






t/411 w9 . y131.Z
.
- 16.V rV 13^rC 136.9 137 60 	- 1.36. 3 , - -142..2' J.31..1 - -.
1600.0 132.9 135.7 135.4 136.2 140.9 120:8
2000.0 133.6 134-e 18 34.3 1a6:.0	 ..1396.3 32 8 .9 I25 00.0 133.4 13:3.2 133 ..7 135.8 1.3 6.4 127.8
31.50.0 135... 137_1 135.0 137.2 137.6 3'.27.1
4000.0 13b*5 141..2 135.1 137.7 138.1 126.9
1jVf 9/.LL
	 F'kE'-,SURE LEVELt D8 FE 20 MIMPASCALS
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13 .5. IQO.[ ^^ r /^^ 144.3 I's 4.0
X43 -6 13907




139.2 1'PL_ y12,7 143,nn /^	 rr
^ 131.6,
I3^1. f 140.7 142.E 1r 
1 . 145.4 13	 .Ti
250 -0
i3 ^3.sf 141 a3 143.3
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	 'g	 ^1^.. 1 ^ .6 k- ^ A 3 L . L
3I5.0
14t^..; 141,4 143.17 1.4fd.I 147.2
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;41ef, 145-7 147.0 1.33«7
F 1300,0 13L.^1 ^^.1
,,I3t.1 141. 11 143.4 14^ ^Z 131.71000.0



























3 I3^S.Ci ]aE.S .137-7 132.1.l
135.7 137.1` 1?. 9 :pEr 13E.7
13C..
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I31ati 14:`a 7 135.2 139-6 139.2
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... s.. _^.^L .: ..,.........,.^,e^__o.t.J,..:^.a.l.r.^KSU.l..:... +Jie..:J._ ^	 -.^^^^+.. w._.w:,4^Y^!r•. ..	 1^h+.f^.	
_ __	 _	
NPo' A	 _ ^	 -	 o.^....	 .....__ ^RrN
GF- F= llt^IGN HUEL Zit	 AIR	 VATIL UPERATING FILINTs
GR LP Y RUN NUMBER 2G`
. INLET. PR.E5S=554.f : KPA WC..4	 f'aiA j r C:OHD	 £X1.T' THMP=473.1 DEG CS BB4. DEG	 t=) ,:
r	 '^ AIR FF:O -' X 49 k^.f5'CU0 ..9 V/ S L C )Y FUEL FLOR=211. KG/HR. (46=.	 ^^/FfR)




f f1NE=-TH.11-L OCT4VE BAND PRESSURE LEVEL DB RC a. 20 MICROPASGALS50.,0. 1.35.4 13266 32.8.1 130.1 134:9 133,c
63.0 1.3(:.Cti 13.,.4 1.27. 0 131.9 136..1 1 3 1& 4
80,0 137., 134.9 132.5 136 .2 13B .6 1300
r 100.0 138,E 137.1 135.5 138.9 140 130,b3
125.0 13b 136 136.0 13M 144. 4 133.4
160.0 156 .0 135:.7 1.33.9 137..1 140.0 137.3
200.0 137.4 13b.2 135.6 138.6 141.5 137,.,8
2:50.0 13L.0 137.3 1?7.7 1.4D .0 143.1 128,8
3159--0 140.6 1A1 7  343.6 115.0 1ft7-9 137.2
400.0 1.	 2a7 144.-. 0 X145.1 1469 14.9.2 132..7
540 0 130..6 14 Of 0 -140.6. 1^r3»G 146.3 131.0.
630.0 ISts. 7 13 41 .1 .1.42.7 146.4 13.2 m,0
8{30 .0 14Gw1 14I.>.. 141.E3 144..6 147.B 1.32.7 f.
1000.0 1.37.7 .139.9 1e+0.7 141 a4 145.6 135,2
3.250.0 137. 9 W!. 7' 141.4 140,9 14 6 . 4 136 .5 I^:
1600.0 1 3•`i 139. 7 139.7 138.3 145.1 13401
L 2000.0 137.0 139.2 136.9 137.4 143.8 134..E
2500.0 137.1 137p3 137.9 136.5 141.5 334.2
3150.0 131.9 139.0 137.2 1-x;2.3 135.2
4000.0 140.(• 144.5 139.5 138..7 143..2 13	 R7"
CVLh;:fL PRESSURE LIVELg DB k=	 20 3? ;CRO	 ASE4LS z





i.LS161,	 E LFL	 TO	 AIE	 KA I It	 Ll'EKt (IN{:	 F't+1tvT5
':	 GnE.i,F 	 ^ /^
INLET	 E kLbS
=





AIR FLCU=^.r^g	KGfSC{:	 21.1 #ISLC	 ^	 FULL	 FLOW =629 .	KG/FIR( `	.
FRL Q.	F^	 L. 	NU.	 1	 ^+
._'	 3	 4	 4
liz
Cfe^E_•-IEklt:L,	 C3£IAVE.	 BANI V	 €^RESSURE	 LEVEL	 QB	 RE. 2D- 1 1C 2QFASCALS
50..0	 1. t .0	 1 54 r6	 133.4	
136.0	 136,.x+	 136¢x.	 ^^z
«
`	 b3wfi	 138w^	 1?^3.7	 128.8
	
135.8	 136.7	 137 6
80 . 0	 131^v2	 136.3	 134.7	
139..4	 144.3	 137p5
-
100.0	 141 r7	 14Dw5	 1^^9.7	
14	 .4	 14 rr .3	 135.9..




143 w2	 14.5.7	 1tEr:a6	 14 2.1
i 	 16fl..0	 111 . 2	 141 . 1	 142.0
	
144.4	 145.7	 14€^.^	 ^ ..
-	 250.0	 143.ri	 144.4-	
145.E	 1E	 7.6	 149.^r	 13
145.4
315.0	 144.2	 146-P	 147.1
	
14867	 I50w:136. .




146.5	 14E.6	 1.50 .1 	 136.900.0	 14	 . ►^
630-0	 141.9	 142 ..2	 145.0	
7.46.E	 149.5	 13.3..8'	 1
BUOwG	 141.	 14".(^	 145.1	 1'`6.0	
153..3	 139.4
_i	
-+	 14Z.F	 144.6	 146.5	 14I..T	
13	 .6
1000.0	 14 C) r/ ^	 7	 y/ y	 9	 r ^y	 p  
1 4 ^1lrV	 140	 143 .6 	
115.7	 l"^iJ r7	 ^7'7 r4'	 140 -r9: . 	 ^	 ,
Al13:.3	 14'1.9	 142.2	 1.41.9	 I(t7Q•T	
1k0.2
1600.0 ^	 14€103	 1^iD..k?	 145.8	 1.38.2,	 ^2x00 ..0	 13t^ w E 	 141. w :J 	 ^y
. 0 139.6	 139 w7	 143.5L5 d02	 .V	 139.3
3150.0 I4uwh 	 142.t^	 14t3 w 7	 141..2	
144•.7 
4'f100r[1	 14^.ti	 147.E	 141..6	
142.5	 145.6	 140 .3
S	 r ^
(^	 5i1F:E.	 LkVEL,	 I]8 	 20	 NI(IFAS-C-4.L5





3 	 ^:ri-1.:.	 .. .. ,.-...-.,^..,......... 	 ^...._..,...^z.^.,..^......^..._.._..._....«.M...._..r<....a.u.,,_._, ..v_... x^.^u.. 	 :a...r_. .	 .._..	 .........,_....^...... 	 ....^ __.,.k..., ^.tiw,a...	 ^,...._	 .ur-.^.....^c.,..,^^. ^^^?!ic.liN,...u.:r..s:rum.^.^::«..r.rsd:r..,i.:^..w.s.r.......,.._..;w1w,.
4 ♦ y'
OFF DESIGN COMBUSTOR INLET TEMPERATURE OPERATING POINTS
-
GROUP IdI RUN NUMBER 18
INLET PRESS =374.5 KPA'(54.3 PSIAB, COMB Elf IT TEMP=563 , o7 . 0EG C`11a47. 1*6 F] r,
AIR FL11N 6.50 K G/ SE C i 14 .3 #/SEC FUEL . FLOW-vZ61. KG/HR ,t 575. 1!lF^R ^
FREQ PROBE NO.	 1 2 3 4 5
HZ -
ONE-THIRD OCTAVE BAND PRESSURE i.EVEL. 081 RE. .` ZD MIGRA^^^1^.^.
♦ 50.0 133.4 129.7 125;.9 136.2 331 13 d m^ 	 063.0 133.7 129..9 128.0 137.+ 134.1 132.09t
.B0.0 136.7 135.7 135.8 140.3 !'J4.,t' Z 3s 4F	 - -
100.0 137.2 136.3 137.1 141.9 14103 130.4
125.0 139.0 139.1 140.3 143.4- 143.2 = 135.1
160.0 136..3. 135.9 136.8 141.7 141..x... 1310,0 S.' :. .
2:00.0 136.4 136.8 138.4 142:02 . 142.3 1587
250 .0 137.E 138A 140 0; 3 143.5 r.i43:9 131.3
315.,0 139.4 140.9 142.7 145.2 .14!5:0 5 135 -3	 y
400.0 139.8 141.0 14303 146.1 147.0 133.4
500.0 13746 138.5 141.0 144.1 ff44:4 11 30 .2
00.0 135,.4 136.4 138,.3 14 .2 10.9 139 a6
8110.0 135.7 137.0 14019 144.7 145..7 - - Tm.6
1000.0 133.8 136.3 139'.© 1!f0 04 10604 13143	 -
1250.0 133.4 136.6 13748 139*6 142.0 33401`
Y 1600.0 132.6 134.9 134.9 136. 140.0 A31.6
2000.0 133.0 134.1 133e7 136.4x' 13l 132401
2500-0 132.9 132.9 133.2 136.4 135.4 131 ,.5
3150.0 135.2 137.2 134.3 137.7 13665 133. 4
4000.0 136.4 141.6 134.3 138.3 3i37.1 133.2
OVERALL PRESSURE LEVEL, 09 RE 20 MICROPASCALS




OFF DESIGN COMBUSTOR INLET TEMPERATURE OPERATING POINTS -
GROUP VI RUN NUMBER 11 -
INLET PRESS=373.5 KPA(54.2 PSIA), COMB EXIT TE?IP=650.5 DEG C(1203, DEG F)r
AIR FLOW=6,.49 KG/SEC$ 14.3 #/SEC 19 FUEL FiLCW =263. KG/HR (579. 0MR ) _-.-
FRLQ PROBE NU.	 1 2 3 4 5 6
M2
ONE-THIRD OCTAVE BAND PRESSURE LEVEL OB RE. 20 MICROPASCALS
50.0 134.7 131.7 127.6 128.4 132.6 133.1
63.0 135.0 131.1 I26.3 130.1 134.1 133.1
60.0 136.1 133.6 132.8 135.6 130.0 130.5
100.0 137.7 136.2 135.6 138.18 140.5 130.8 - --
125.0 138.1 137.2 138.3 140.9 142.6 134.3
--160.0 136.9 135.9 136.1 1311.8 140.9 137.8
200.0 136.3 135.5 136.1 138.9 141.3 140.2 - --
250.0 136.9 137.3 138.6 140.6 143.3 133.3
315.0 136.4 139.7 141,.7 143.2 145.3 133.9
i	 400.0 140.0 141.3 142.8 154.5 147.1 134.9
500.0 138.1 138.7 14+0.9 142.9 145.6 129.5
630.0 135.6 136.7 138.8 140.3 144.6 131.1
800.0 136.6 137.9 140.3 143.2 146.5 1:31.4
1400.0 134.4 136.7 138.6 139,.5 143.8 130.1
L
1250.0 135.0 137.8 139.8 139.4 144.5 135.0
1600.0 133.2 136.5 137.1 435.5 142.6 132.3
2000.0 133.9 136.1 135.8 1,34.3 141.1 130.9
2500.0 134.2 134.3 135.1 134.2 139.2 129.9
3150.0 135.5 136.9 136.4 135.0 139.8 129.8
4000.0 136.4 140.6 136.9 136.1 140.4 130.6 r	 °__	 ..
OVERALL PRESSURE LEVEL9 08 RE 20 WROPASCALS
150.4 151.6 151.3 152.8 156.1 147.0
